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Project Transform was initiated in 2015 to integrate the patient experience into lung cancer treatment, research, and policy.

Project Transform’s vision is to ensure that the preferences of patients with lung cancer are recognized, their values are valued, and that 

living well with lung cancer can be the norm.

Objective 

• Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer mortality in the US [1].

• Understanding patient experiences with lung cancer can guide

research, treatment, and healthcare decisions.

• We explored the decision-making style of lung cancer patients and

determined what demographic and clinical factors impact these styles.

Methods

• The decision-making style of patients with lung cancer (all stages) were

explored using a preference question adapted from the control

preference scale and previously used decision-style questions [2,3].

• Data came from a national survey that was administered via LUNGevity

and other partners.

• Respondents fell into one of three decision making styles: patient-led

(you made the decision either with little or no input from your doctors or

after considering your doctors’ opinions), shared (you and your doctors

made the decision together), and doctor-led (your doctors made the

decision after considering your opinion or with little or no input from you)

• Differences in the strategies across demographic and clinical indicators

were identified through the use of exact Chi-square tests for categorical

variables and one-way ANOVA for continuous variables

Results

Table 1 –Patient factors associated with treatment decision-making style

Major Findings

Conclusions

• Patients decision-making strategies vary across 

age, ethnicity, marital status, education level, 

employment status, LC type, and previous 

participation in a clinical trial. 

• As healthcare delivery becomes more patient-

centered, greater attention to individual decision-

making style will be needed.
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• Responses were collected from 606 patients

completed the survey with an average age of 58.5

years, 72.4% were female, 62% earned less than

$75,000 per year, 9.6% had the equivalent of a high

school degree or less, 4.1% were unemployed, and

67.6% were married or in a domestic partnership.

• The majority of patients engaged in a shared

decision-making strategy (57.3%), while patients

were more likely to engage in patient-led decision-

making if they were younger (p = 0.014), Hispanic (p

= 0.018), or had participated in a clinical trial (p =

0.002).

• Patients were more likely to participate in shared

decision-making role if they were married (p <

0.001), more educated (p = 0.018), or had non-small

cell lung cancer (p = 0.011).

• Unemployed respondents were more likely to adopt a

doctor-led decision-making strategy (p = 0.030).
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